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WHAT’S NEW IN VERSION 15

New 64-bit version of MindManager

- We’re excited to announce our new 64-bit version of MindManager, which seamlessly integrates with the 64-bit version of Microsoft® Office. Note: If you’re using 3rd party add-ins with MindManager, check with your vendor to see when they will deliver an update that works on MindManager’s 64-bit version.
- The new MindManager installer will install the 64-bit version on 64-bit operating systems when either the Microsoft Office 64-bit version is installed or no version of Office is installed. The 32-bit version of MindManager will be installed on all Windows 32-bit operating systems and Windows® 64-bit operating systems when the 32-bit version of Office is already installed.

Presentations

- A new “Auto Create Slides” option in the Presentation and Slides menus will generate a set of slides for the whole map.
- An option to create slides automatically is also presented when you Export to PowerPoint without previously creating any slides within the map.
- A new “Projector” Map Theme is available for map presentations.

Project Planning & Management

- The new “Remove Slack Time” feature eliminates slack from dependent tasks. Slack time, also referred to as float time, is the amount of time a task can slip before it bumps into another dependent task. Slack time is also created when a task due date is set to end earlier than planned. The command has two options: Remove Slack Time from All Tasks or Remove Slack Time from Selected Tasks. The new command can also be accessed within the Gantt view via the task’s context menu.
- The new “Move Project” feature shifts an entire project with all of its tasks to a new start date. There is an option to maintain milestones and their dependencies while other tasks independent of milestones are moved to new start dates.

Improved Template & Map Themes Experience

- The redesigned template selection process makes it easier and less overwhelming for you to find templates.
- Four blank map templates are now offered which let you create new maps with different layouts: Right Map, Org-Chart, Radial Map and Tree Maps.
- Local templates are now stored in folders, which you can click into and use the breadcrumbs or back button to return to the main template screen. Online templates appear in their own section. There is a new “My Templates” section that dynamically appears when you add your own map templates.
- A new preview window displays a larger map preview with a single left-click or you can open the template with a double left-click.
- We have updated the local map templates with a new, consistent default theme.
- As mentioned earlier, we added a new “Projector” map theme for map presentations.
New & Updated Map Parts

- Approximately fifty new map parts have been added to help you quickly create maps to define and manage projects, analyze your business or organization, facilitate meetings, and help you be more productive.
- Map Parts will be presented in the List View instead of the Thumbnail View. Clicking the background of the list of map parts presents a context menu which lets you toggle between List View and Thumbnail View.

New Images

- Highlight content visually with 168 new hand drawn sketches added to the image gallery in 4 colors.

OPML (Outline Processor Markup Language)

- An option to ‘Save As’ OPML has been added to the list of available formats.
RESOLVED ISSUES IN VERSION 15.0.160

General Usability

Issue: Localization issues in dialogs, ribbon, etc…
Resolution: Resolved localization issues for German and French versions.

Issue: When user tries to adjust “Distance from Parent,” with a different measurement, other than millimeter, an error message is displayed: “Enter a number between 5.5 and 9999.”
Resolution: The dialog accepts user input correctly and distance is adjusted appropriately. The message appears still if invalid numbers are entered.

Issue: Quick Add selection frame for topics adjusts the spatial relationship between topics and subtopics, which impacts previously created maps and slides.
Resolution: An option to turn Quick Add off has been added to MindManager Options in the Edit tab.

Issue: Pressing F4 (a second time on the originally selected topic) focuses on the central topic.
Resolution: The focus remains on the selected topic, not the central topic.

Issue: Map Parts is defaulted to Thumbnail View, making it difficult to understand map parts that have many topics.
Resolution: Map Parts is defaulted to List View, which presents the list of names for all the map parts in a folder.

Issue: Numbering labels applied to topics without topic text display the label text outside of the topic.
Resolution: Text is displayed within the topic.

Issue: Topics with outside line anchors sometimes overlap topics lines with topics depending on the main topic position.
Resolution: Topics and topic lines display correctly.

Issue: Numbering appears incorrectly on “ink” topics.
Resolution: Numbering appears correctly within the topic.

Issue: Folders (categories) appear in random order when you hit the back button within the “Maps For That” template selection screens.
Resolution: Folders appear alphabetically.

Menu / Ribbon

Issue: Show Branch Alone and Show Other Branches are disabled in Outline View.
Resolution: Show Branch Alone and Show Other Branches Commands are enabled.
Miscellaneous

**Issue:** Application crashes when comment box is open and map is dragged.

**Resolution:** Application no longer crashes.

**Issue:** Application crashes when words have more than 80 characters.

**Resolution:** Application no longer crashes. Words with 80+ characters will not be checked with the spell checker.

Printing

**Issue:** Print box was off-centered for slides, by default.

**Resolution:** Print box is now centered on the topic from which the slide is created.

Task Management

**Issue:** “Remove all tags” command does not remove resources.

**Resolution:** Resources are not considered standard tags. We updated the Ribbon to remove Resources from the “Tags” menu. They can be added and updated from the Task Pane as well as the Index Pane.
KNOWN ISSUES IN VERSION 15.0.160

Issue: MindManager Enterprise users on SharePoint® 2013 with forms-based authentication cannot open MindManager files directly from SharePoint, or from the File Explorer.

Workaround: MindManager files must be downloaded to be opened and edited with the desktop client. The files can still be opened and edited with MindManager Server.

Issue: Images inside notes are not exported to Word.

Workaround: N/A.

Issue: The Analytic View feature is not currently working in the 64-bit version of MindManager.

Workaround: N/A.

Issue: The Database Linker cannot connect to the Access Database in the 64-bit version of MindManager.

Workaround: N/A.

Issue: Message that Java is not installed appears when exporting a map to the Mindjet Viewer and a 64-bit version of Java is installed.

Workaround: Install the 32-bit version of Java.

Issue: Formula does not recalculate while co-editing with earlier versions or the web version.

Workaround: The formula recalculates when the user of Version 14 updates the map (e.g. adding a topic, changing a property value).

Issue: Crash occurs when trying to connect to Outlook® when Outlook is installed but not configured.

Workaround: Setup and launch Outlook before attempting to use the Outlook integration.

Issue: Proxy settings may cache while the desktop app is opened. If new incorrect credentials are added, the app will use the earlier validated credentials.

Workaround: Close the desktop app to remove the cached credentials and prevent unauthorized access.

Issue: Connection drops and errors occur when send large amount of topics (e.g. 200 topics) to Mindjet Tasks.

Workaround: Send the topics in smaller groups.

Issue: Drag and drop of Folders from Outlook 2013 into a map does not work.

Workaround: Use "Send Folder to Mindjet Map" button in ribbon.
REMOVED FEATURES IN VERSION 15.0.160

Google Desktop Search
Google Desktop Search has been discontinued by Google in 2011. Support for Google Desktop Search within MindManager has been discontinued.

MindManager 2002 File Support
The ability to Save and Open MindManager 2002 files has been discontinued.

SharePoint Add-in
The SharePoint Add-in / Linker has been discontinued as a feature in MindManager. The feature will be available through the MindManager Enterprise bundle, which also includes the MindManager Server.